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Learner Outcomes

1) Participants will be able to list at least three activities for helping 
parents understand the perspective of the deaf community. 

2) Participants will be able to describe questions and/or 
misconceptions parents of deaf children who are learning to use 
spoken language may have regarding the use of sign language             
in the classroom as an accommodation for accessing                                   
the general education curriculum.

3) Participants will understand the complexity of language 
acquisition and development outside of the school environment



Background

DEAF, Inc. and Moog Center/Tommy and Betsy 

Created an after-school program 
for the school students and their parents 

The purpose was to empower parents                                
to be better advocates for their deaf children



Program
Three Cohorts
Group #1: Students ages 3 – 5
Group #2: Students ages 5 – 8
Group #3: Parents

Student activities
Parent activities
Information collected



Group #1: Students ages 3-5
Snack
choice of two foods (two food signs)
choice of two foods (one old food sign, one new food sign), and one drink (with sign)
choice of two foods and two drinks (with signs for all)

Book
The Napping House (signs for the animals, rainy, sunny)
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly (signs for story characters)
Brown Bear, Brown Bear (signs for colors and animals)
Mouse Paint (color words and some other signs)
Who Said Red? (review of colors and animal signs)

Game
Zingo Bingo (matching game with signs for  common objects)
Animals flashcards (signs for animals)
Color Bingo (signs for colors)
Simon Says (signs for action words)



Group #2: Students ages 5-8
Snack
choice of two foods  and two drinks (signs for food and drink)
choice of two foods  and two drinks (one old sign, one new sign for each)
choice of three foods and two drinks (some old, one new)

Name Sign Activity
Book
The Napping House (signs for the animals, rainy, sunny)
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly (signs for story characters)
Mouse Paint (color words and some other signs)
Who Said Red? (review of colors and animal signs)

Game
Color Bingo (signs for colors)
Uno Moo (signs for colors and animals)
Simon Says (signs for action words)



Group #3: Parents
Introduction to Tommy and Deaf, Inc.
Parents answered the questions:
Why did you choose to participate in these sessions?
What do you want to learn?

Introduction to the various  types of sign language
CART services and services in general
Interpreters, level of interpreters, requesting an 

interpreter
Misconceptions of Deaf culture
Student panel
Parent panel



Parent Evaluations
Key Themes to Why did you choose to participate in these sessions?
“I want to learn everything I can about what David’s* future might look 
like and what services might be available to him.  I know sign will be 
important for all of us to learn and I wanted to hear adult deaf 
perspectives.”
Addressing unknowns, especially sign language and  deaf culture
Safe place to ask triggering questions
Curiosity  and Inquiry
Raising awareness to be better parents
Connecting with other parents
Learning more about deaf adult perspectives
Show support to the deaf community as a viable resource

*Pseudonym



Parent Evaluations

Key Themes to What were you anticipating that your child 
would gain/learn from participating in his/her sessions?

“An introduction to sign language, [since] sign will be a natural part of her 
life, as well as oral communication.”
Learn/Expose to sign language and that it is okay (strong theme)

Sign language as a part of the deaf community 

Ident(ies): Understanding that there are different ways to be deaf



Parent Evaluations
Key Themes to What, if anything, has your child gained/learned from 
attending sessions?

“David* learned more sign and was exposed to what it might be like to use 
an interpreter, when they would read a book and sign at the same time.  
I’ve been trying to explain to him how an interpreter works at a school.  
He’s confused [about] why he is learning sign.”
Sign language as more common and “normal”

Being exposed to deaf young adults using sign language as a role model

Different communication choices and options including interpreters

*Pseudonym



Parent Evaluations

Key Themes to What, if anything, have you gained/learned 
from attending these sessions?

“That there are many families that wish to sign.  That the Deaf community is 
accepting.  That a lot of children have devices within the community.”
In-depth understanding of sign language and its variances as a supplemental tool

The role of interpreters in the deaf community

Different family perspectives on communication choices

What mainstreaming might look like



Parent Evaluations
Key Themes to What, if anything, has your child gained/learned 
from attending sessions?

“David* learned more sign and was exposed to what it might be like to use 
an interpreter.  When they would read a book and sign at the same time.  
I’ve been trying to explain to him how an interpreter works at a school.  
He’s confused why he is learning sign.”
Sign language as more common and “normal”

Being exposed to deaf young adults using sign language as a role model

Different communication choices and options, including interpreters

*Pseudonym



Parent Evaluations

Key Themes to Was there one session in particular that was 
more meaningful to you than others? If so, please explain.
A lot of variations! No one quote fit 

Panel of moms and their stories

Learning the different variations of sign language

Personal stories from children and their parents

The role of an interpreter (an actual interpreter participated in the session)



Parent Evaluations

Key Themes to Has your perception of Deaf culture and/or the use of 
sign language changed? If so, please explain.

“I realize that we really haven’t done a good job giving my daughter 
opportunities to interact with the deaf community – a community she may 
really feel at home with.  I will be looking for more opportunities in the 
future.”
More awareness and less intimidating

Sign language will always be a part of the deaf community

Sense of empowerment and connection to deaf community



Teacher Observations

 The children were excited to learn sign language

They viewed learning sign language as something “fun” to do

 Some of them shared what they learned with their parents and other children at 
school

There were some children that did not appear to be interested in learning the 
signs or participating in the sign activities

The two deaf volunteers were engaging and thoroughly enjoyed their experience
Both contacted DEAF, Inc. & Moog Center wanting to continue to work with the children



What did we learn or re-affirm?
Increased awareness to community
Parents, students, deaf individuals, educators

Parents need help and a support system outside of the school
A divisive deaf education causes misassumptions, limited choices,    

build walls, and at the end, hurts the deaf child
Collaboration between schools and deaf communities                          

benefit families and their deaf child
Designing safe spaces are critical to engaged dialogues                          

about deaf education
Raising awareness on diverse language pedagogies whether it is 

Spoken English or American Sign Language is an absolute must
Building a case against one language pedagogy in favor for another      

is not in the best interest of the child or his/her parents



Unexpected Positive Benefits of Collaborative Work

Demystified assumptions about both organizations

There was a demand from parents to learn sign language

Parents truly wanted to learn about deaf community but 
were either afraid or unaware how

The two deaf participants became empowered and                            
felt a part of something bigger

HB 481 & SB 51

High demand to continue this collaborative work!



Continuation of Collaboration

Continue with student program

Continue with parent program

Add introduction to sign language to parent program



thorejes@deafinc.org
-www.deafinc.org

bbrooks@moogcenter.org
-www.moogcenter.org
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